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450 Euro per day
Between 2014 - 2018, ECSIF Experts have been selected by the European Commission to evaluate the first SME
Instrument Proposals on both Phase 1 and Phase 2. By analyzing hundreds of projects and studying in a doctoral
research the results of over 20.000 applications on Horizon 2020, we've succeeded to identify the essential criteria of a
winning proposal. In 2018, ECSIF designed a brand new series of training courses that uses the findings of our doctoral
research in Horizon 2020 SME Instrument projects. Now the journey continues as more and more of our students have
been recruited for SME Instrument and a new Horizon 2020 programme: the "EIC - Fast Track to Innovation" .

T R A I N E R S
HORIZON 2020 - SME Instrument vs EIC Fast Track to Innovation

European Center
for Ser vices
Investments and
Financing
// Company

The transformative learning experiences at
European Center for Services Investments
and Financing are designed to help our
students grow both in and out of the
classroom. Founded in 2000, ECSIF grew to
become a trully European educational and
consulting organisation, delivering trainings
in European Finance throught the continent
in London, Madrid, Bucharest, Warsaw, TelAviv, Zurich, Bristol, Manchester, Edinburgh,
Birmingham and so on. With more than 340
attendees in 2017, ECSIF delivered in-house
training in European Finance for Innovation,
Project Management and Business Analysis in
FinTech & RegTech. Based on more than 3
years of complex doctoral research, our new
2018 courses are designed in a simple and
accessible manner in order to help you reach
your full potential.

Dr. Daniel
Dumitrescu

Dr. Diana
Dumitrescu

// Principal
Trainer

// Assistent
Trainer

With a Ph.D. in Cybernetics and Economic
Statistics, over 18 years of experience in the
financial field (banks, insurance, guarantee
funds, commodities and stock exchanges, money
transfer, NPLs, fin-tech and European funds),
Daniel Dumitrescu worked in the last years as
Financial Expert of the European Commission
and Chief Executive Officer of the Romanian
Commodities Exchange. Currently, he is Cofounder of ECSIF, based in Bucharest and offices
in Brussels and London, with the mission of
helping innovative SMEs to develop through
European and alternative funding by
understanding all the requirements and benefits
associated with each type of finance.Our range
of investments varies from acceleration stage
Start-ups to early IPO - successful SMEs. We
selectively invest in the following innovative
industries: Fin Tech, Energy Tech, Health Tech.

With a PhD in Cybernetics and Statistics, in the
financial realm, more than 18 years of banking
experience (CEC Bank, Eximbank, Volksbank,
Veneto Banca, Societe Generale European
Business Services), Diana is currently Co-founder
of European Center for Services Investments and
Financing and University Assistant in the field of
Statistics and Econometrics.
In the last years, Diana has coordinated, as
Project Manageer, many FinTech and RegTech
projects, such as the Ana Credit Program
(initiated by the European Central Bank), US
Foreign Account Tax Compliance, Basel II, etc. In
the last year, Diana was invited as an Expert /
Investor in FinTech by: London Stock Exchange at
FinTech Investment Forum, HM Treasury (UK) at
the
International
FInTech
Conference,
FinecoBank, etc.
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What are the benefits?
In 2018, ECSIF resumed the selection of European Experts for the HORIZON 2020
programme. Join ECSIF graduates who have been selected as Evaluators by the European
Commission directly from Brussels.
Remuneration of 450 Euros a day, the possibility to opt for remote work, the prestige of
being an Expert of the European Commission, are just some of the benefits of those who
have received ECSIF education and recruitment services.
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London (21.94%)
Bucharest (4.30%)

Tel Aviv (10.75%)
Geneva (3.01%)

Bristol (8.60%)

Madrid (5.16%)
Zurich (12.90%)

Edinburgh (8.60%)
Birmingham (8.60%)

Warsaw (4.95%)
Barcelona (2.58%)

Manchester (8.60%)

S T U D E N T S

ECSIF - Training experts for new opportunities!

Lavinia
Branisteanu
Gata
//
I had the chance to attend the
project manager courses
organzied by ECSIF having
Diana as facilitator. The
entire experince was a
remarcable one: a complex,
excited and applied course. I
recomend
it
without
reservation for the ones that
want to gain an expertise and
knowledge
in
project
management area. I want to
appreciate Diana dedication
and profesionalism during
the training sessions and her
continuously support for
editing the project.

"Throughout my career, I have been looking for new
opportunities for personal and professional
development. Three years ago, I attended the
Projects Evaluator, Project Management, European
Fund Expert, and Trainer course.
Upon completion of these courses, I was counseled in
the career by ECSIF team members and I was
instructed by them to structure my resume so that it
corresponds to the presentation requirements for
access to the position of expert-evaluator of projects
at the Commission EU.
I was also informed about the strengths that are
appreciated in the evaluation of the candidates in
the selection process of the candidates, Daniel being
the one who went through these stages and shared
us from his own experience.
I am proud to share with you that on 02.01.2017 we
signed the evaluation expert contract under
HORIZON 2020.
Thanks to the ECSIF team for all my support and I
highly recommend you the courses they support."
Alexandru Dragos Borcan

Diana
Ciuperca

Alina Zgubea

//

Thank you ECSIF! They are
the best trainers and job
recruiters!

The best proffesional
consultancy in terms of
accessing European funds,
specific trainings,
mentorship!

Hani Frd

//

Lucretia
Udrescu

//

//

Great professional experience
and training to start-ups. I
attended one of their
seminars and they offered
great services and offers to
startup from all levels.

ECSIF rappresenta per me un’
eccellente scuola sui progetti
di finanziamento europei e la
migliore guida per la mia
carriera professionale ! Grazie
ECSIF !

"With the help of ECSIF trainers and courses I
succeeded in structuring a new presentation
platform and a CV corresponding to the
requirementsfor becoming a project expert-evaluator
at the European Commission. I have benefited from
the experience and advice of the trainers, Daniel and
Diana, who have been very helpful in presenting my
strengths and experience in the financial system and
successfully entering the desired position.
Throughout the consultancy, I was led to highlight
the aspects of my career that would help me
capitalize on my skills and the experience gained
during my career.
I have recently been contacted by the European
Commission to inform me that I was selected as a
potential candidate for the European project expertevaluator under Horizon 2020 for 2017.
I am confident in this new approach and thank them
very much to ECSIF for their help, without which I
could not have gotten this positive response. "
In January 2017, Ms. Roxana Bolocan signed the Expert
Contract with the European Commission paid € 450
per day (remote evaluation).

"After completing my mandate at OTP Bank, through
the ECSIF team, we have discovered new career
opportunities. Thanks to the career counselors
offered by the ECSIF team, I had the opportunity to
improve my resume structure so that it corresponds
to the presentation requirements for accessing the
project expert-evaluator position at the European
Commission. Throughout the consultancy, I was led
to highlight the aspects of my career that will help
me capitalize on my skills and the experience gained
during my career. I was also informed about the
strengths that are appreciated in the evaluation of
the candidates in the selection process, Daniel being
the one who went through these stages and shared
us from his own experience.
Courses offered by ECSIF in the field of European
Funds, Project Evaluation, Project Management and
Public Procurement are further points in the
European selection process.
Recently I was contacted by the recruiters to inform
me that I was selected as the candidate for the
European project expert-evaluator under Horizon
2020. "
In January 2017, Mr Gyorgy Bodo signed the Expert
Contract with the European Commission.
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Module 1 - Personalized career diagnosis
- General presentation session of each
participant and debate on career
development opportunities in the
market;
- Providing a realistic picture of
occupational opportunities in the labor
market and how best to achieve your
own career goals (areas of improvement,
emphasizing the right skills for a new
role, identifying the right way to get a
new position in a new company or the
existing one);
- Providing studies on the labour market
in the targeted industry with insights on
salary levels, benefits (remote work,
insurance) etc...
- Comparing employment opportunities
from Romania with the ones abroad.
Pros and Cons;
- Direct and personalized support for
adapting to market demands and
helping to build an optimal and efficient
career plan.

Module 2 - Assistance in preparation and
presentation of CV
- General presentation of the main
concepts of format and structured
content for the CV, with examples and
details of the main conditions that must
be met for an optimal presentation of the
professional profile;
- Provide personalized recommendations
on the content, format and type of
information that is needed and interest
in CVs for prospective employers;
- Personalized session to complete the
final CV form according to the
professional objective of each
participant;
- According to each targeted company/
institutions we will personalize the CV
template;
- Where it exists, we will fill in the CV in
electronic databases.
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Module 3 - Drafting the Linkedin Profile:
- We'll start with a professional photo.
Remember: That photo may be your first
impression with a potential employer;
- We will make your headline stand out.
By default, LinkedIn populates your
headline with your job title and current
company, but you don’t have to leave it
that way, include important keywords;
- We will fill out the “summary” field with
5–6 of your biggest achievements;
- We'll add images or documents to your
experience. Did you know that you can
add media files to your experience? It’s a
great way to create a visual portfolio
along with your standard resume
information;
- We'll fill out as much of the profile as
possible. That includes skills, volunteer
associations, education, etc. This is the
place to put all the interesting stuff that
doesn’t fit on your resume, but paints
you as a well rounded individual.
- Ask for recommendations.

n

Between 2018 and 2020 the EIC
pilot will provide €2.7 billion to
breakthrough, market-creating
innovations. This support is
aimed at people and companies
with ideas or innovations which:
- are radically different from
existing products, services or
technologies
- are highly risky
- need additional investment to
get to market

EIC
European Innovation Council (EIC)
pilot
supports
top-class
innovators, entrepreneurs, small
companies and scientists with
bright ideas and the ambition to
scale up internationally. It brings
together the parts of Horizon
2020 that provide funding, advice
and networking opportunities for
those at cutting edge of
innovation.
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Innovate. Learn. Succeed.
The average income of new European
experts in 2018 was 6,000 Euro in the
first year and increases in the second
and third year of the contract as the
European Commission opts for a gradual
assignments of work load load to
experts depending on experience.
During the contract, the ECSIF Experts
took part in the support of our team to
ensure a high level of evaluation quality.
The over 4 years of ECSIF experience in
working with the European Commission
have allowed our students to complete
their assessments and being re
selected for a new evaluation cycle next
year.

999 Euro (VAT included)
European Center for Services Investments and Financing
www.ecsif.eu
office@ecsif.eu
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